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Introduction
Water management in the Republic of Croatia is regulated by the Water Act (Official Gazette OG153/09) and the Act on Water Management Financing (OG 153/09). Both acts are harmonised
with EU water-related acquis and were adopted in 2009. According to the Water Act, Croatian
Waters is obliged to undertake preliminary flood risk assessment, develop flood hazard maps and
flood risk maps and to prepare flood risk management plans. The European Commission and Croatia
initiated a Twinning project. A consortium of the Netherlands, Austria and France were selected by
the European Commission and Croatia. Aim of this Twinning project is to contribute to the
implementation of the Water Act through the preparation of flood hazard maps and flood risk maps.
One of the results of the project is a series of documents related to the implementation of the Floods
Directive by Croatia:
1. A guidance document on the technical aspects of the preparation of flood hazard maps and flood
risk maps.
2. A guidance document on the assessment of flood risks and adverse consequences of floods.
3. A guidance document on the integrated assessment of existing and planned civil engineering
measures for flood protection.
4. A guidance document on the methodology for assessing potential impacts of climate change on
flood risks.
5. A guidance document on the participation of the public and stakeholders in flood risk
management.
6. A guidance document on the preparation of the Flood Risk Management Plans.
This guidance document is about flood hazard and flood risk mapping. The technical aspects how to
build hydrological models for the production of flood hazard maps will be dealt with in the technical
report Flood Hazard Modelling for the Kupa River and Neretva Delta (Croatia). How to produce flood
hazard and flood risk maps will be dealt with in the technical report Main components of Flood
Hazard Map & Flood Risk Map Preparation. Both are separate documents. This guidance document
will handle the organisational aspects, like responsibilities, which floods to consider, which maps to
produce. It will consider the data to be collected and the accuracy of this data. A new aspect of the
guideline is the reporting requirement to the European Commission and how this can be organised in
Croatia.
Legal base
In November 2007 the European Floods Directive (2007/60/EG) became effective. The intended
objective of the Directive is to establish a national as well as an international framework for the
assessment and management of flood risks to reduce the negative consequences of flooding with in
the European Union on human health, economic activities, the environment and cultural heritage.
The Floods Directive gives the public, private sectors and government agencies transparent
information about possible flood risks, which measures are foreseen to reduce or to manage the risks
and when and by whom these measures will be executed. The Floods Directive does not contain
quantified objectives or measures. It is a responsibility for the individual Member States to develop
those objectives and measures.
The Floods Directive obliges to establish:
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A preliminary risk assessment
Flood hazard and flood risk maps which gives public and (local) government agencies an
understanding of the kind and extent of the risks. The maps are the basis for the risk
management of floods.
A flood risk management plan or plans.

Another obligation of the Floods Directive is the reporting towards the EC. For the first planning cycle
of 6 years 3 dates apply:




The results of the preliminary flood risk assessment shall be reported before the 22nd of
December 2011.
The flood hazard maps and flood risk maps have to be completed by the 22nd of December
2013.
The flood risk management plans have to be completed by the 22nd of December 2015.

Three months after these dates the Member States have to provide the EC with the information.
Information has to be delivered towards the Water Information System for Europe (WISE). For the
various steps there are formats available.
Relation with the Guidance document on the preparation of the Flood Risk Management Plans
In the Guidance document on the preparation of the Flood Risk Management Plans, the conclusions
of the preliminary risk assessment as well as the conclusions about the flood hazard and flood risk
maps are mentioned. The various steps to produce the hazard and risk maps are mentioned as well
as some open questions where decisions still should be made. This guidance document looks into
more detail how to produce the flood hazard and flood risk maps.
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1. Organisational setup
The production of flood hazard maps and flood risk maps can be looked at from different points of
view:
 technical
 organisational
 political
Before these maps can be produced, a number of decisions have to be made. To be able to deliver
the maps in time, a timetable should be set up and a number of decisions have to be made.
In this chapter we go through the process and the decisions using the experience from the
Netherlands as an example. The Netherlands made a timetable in 2010 where the various steps are
described.

1.1

Responsibilities

Water management in the Republic of Croatia is regulated by the Water Act (Official Gazette OG153/09) and the Act on Water Management Financing (OG 153/09). Both acts are harmonised
with EU water-related acquis and were adopted in 2009. According to the Water Act, Croatian
Waters are obliged to undertake preliminary flood risk assessment, develop flood hazard maps and
flood risk maps and to prepare flood risk management plans.
The delivery of data as well as the management and responsibilities for the production of the hazard
and risk maps should be secured in a legal document. A Dutch example of the organisational setup
can be found in Annex 1.

1.2

Type of floods to be considered

Floods can have various origins depending on the characteristics of the basins and meteorological
regime. A decision has to be taken which types of floods should be considered. In the next figure, the
way it was done in the Netherlands will be explained.

1.3

Who will use the maps

Starting point for the production of hazard and risk maps are the EU obligations. The maps are used
during the assessment of risk, the management of risk and the communication about risk.
The following user groups might be considered:





Public, companies, institutions etc. that can be affected by flooding
Institutions involved in the production or application of spatial plans at various levels
Water managers
Institutions involved in the production of crisis management plans at regional and national
level
 Crisis managers
 Institutions involved in the production of Flood risk management plans
In the next table, the information need from each of the user groups is described.
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Public,
companies
institutions

and What can happen to my house or company?
What is the probability that this happens?
What can/should I do when this happens?

Institutions involved in Which part of the project area will be flooded and what will be the
production or application of water depth?
spatial plans
What are the most dangerous locations/areas?
What is the probability that this happens?
Water managers

What will happen when one of the dikes in my area collapses?
What will happen in my area when extreme high water levels occur?
Where do I have possibilities to take measures to reduce the
consequences of flooding and how much time do I have?

Institutions involved in crisis What will be the possible extent of a flood?
management plans
What are the possible consequences related to casualties and
damage and where are the most sensitive areas?
What is the most effective evacuation strategy?
Crisis managers

What is the actual situation and what will happen in the next couple
of hours/days?
What is the consequence of the measures that I can take and when
will I still be able to implement these measures?

Institutions
FRMPs
Table 1

1.4

involved

in All the questions mentioned above.

Information need of various user groups

Kind of hazard and risk maps produced

The Floods Directive describes which hazard and risk maps are obligatory. In case the hazard maps
are made using models, more information is available which can be useful for various groups of
users. This has a relation with the former chapter, for whom are the maps made.
For each scenario (high probability, medium probability and low probability) the obligatory hazard
maps should include:
 Inundated area
 Maximum water depth
 Flow velocity (only obliged in case it is relevant)
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The obligatory risk maps show:
 Number of casualties in the potential inundated area
 Kind of economic activity in the potential inundated area
 Installations as mentioned in Annex 2 of the Industrial Emission Directive (2010/75/EU),
formerly the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Directive (IPPC).
 Protected areas under the Water Framework Directive (drinking water areas or installations
prone to flooding, bathing waters and protected nature areas including Natura 2000 areas)

1.5

Timetable

A timetable is needed to produce hazard and risk maps. Keep the transboundary aspect in mind
during the setup of a timetable.
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2. Data collection
General decisions to be made
As mentioned in the introduction, the Member States have to execute a preliminary flood risk
assessment and identify Areas with a Potential Significant Flood Risk (APSFR). For those APSFRs a
further analysis is necessary and flood hazard maps and flood risk maps should be made.
Before the proper production of the hazard maps, a number of general decisions about standards
and working methods have to be made:
 Methodology/standards for hazard data production including the definition of the data to be
used for hazard mapping for different types of floods (data format and structure), the process
of data collection, data submission, data update and storage and the metadata to be provided
for each project (e.g. modelling journal)
 Technical document describing the risk data to be used, the process of data collection and
update (including the description of data format, structure and metadata)
 Technical document describing the final data structure of hazard and risk data and the update
process
 Definition of hazard maps
 Definition of risk maps

2.1

The production of hazard maps

Data to be collected
The Floods Directive asks for three scenarios; a scenario with a low probability, a scenario with a
medium probability and a scenario with a high probability to produce hazard maps. These maps
should show:
 the flood extent
 the water depth or water level, as appropriate
 where appropriate, the flow velocity or the relevant water flow

In the Twinning project the choice was made to look at fluvial flooding and to make use of a
hydrological model. With this model the flood extent, water depth and flow velocity for different
scenarios can be produced. Further information can be found in the technical document.
Flooding from the sea, flash floods, flooding from ground water have not been considered during this
Twinning project. In the technical report some remarks how to deal with these kind of floods are
made.
During the modelling phase the following data have been collected:
 Topographic maps
 Hydrological data
 Gauging station (discharge, water levels)
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 Precipitation data
 Recorded flood extent
 Geometrical data
 Cross sections
 Longitudinal profile
 Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
 Hydraulic structures (dykes, weirs with operational rules, sills, ….)
 Hydrographical data (watercourse network, gauging station locations, lateral inflows)
 Flood extent of floods in the past
Accuracy of data
During a workshop the accuracy of data was discussed with people involved from the headquarters
of Croatian Waters and the VGOs. Most of the necessary data is available at Croatian Waters. For
land use at local level spatial plans are available from municipalities. The information in these spatial
plans is more accurate than the information in the Corine Land Cover.
The accuracy of both the models and the hazard maps can be improved with a better DTM. The
amount of cross sections available is sometimes limited. In the cases where the river is used e.g. for
shipping or for electricity production, up to date data are often available, in other cases cross
sections are not updated.
Discharge and water level data from Croatian Waters as well as precipitation and evaporation data
from the State Meteorological Institute are officially verified data. To have an accurate model and an
accurate flood hazard map, it is important that the data used are verified or come from ISO classified
suppliers.
Although there is an interest from Croatian Waters to collect information about the extent of
inundations in the past, information is mostly lacking. Using information of local people or
information from officials that were out in the field can be used to delineate the extent of the flood.
Although it might be not the most accurate method, it gives at least an idea of the flood extent.
Remote sensing data can give an idea of the extent as well, although it is never sure whether the
flight was at the moment of the peak of the flood.
Assumptions to be made when data is missing
In case hydrological data are missing (discharge and water depth are missing), there is a number of
options to have an idea of the inundated area. From oral data the extension of a flood that occurred
in the past can be obtained. This is the least accurate way because the mapping is based on what
people remember. When satellite images or aerial photographs are available the mapping can be
done with more accuracy. Another option is to make a rainfall-runoff model. The outcome of the
model should be checked by people with local knowledge. They can tell whether the inundated area
for a certain return period seems reliable or not.
Even when discharge and water depth data are available, it is good to have the results checked by
local people to see whether the results of modelling are reliable or not. Models always have a certain
amount of uncertainty.
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2.2

The production of risk maps

Data to be collected
According to the Floods Directive the risk maps shall show for the 3 flood scenarios information
regarding potential adverse consequences:
 the indicative number of inhabitants potentially affected
 type of economic activity of the area potentially affected
 activities mentioned in the annex to Council Directive 96/61/EC (now the Directive on
Industrial Emissions 2008/1/EC) and the protected areas mentioned in the Water Framework
Directive (Directive 2000/60/EC)
 other information which the Member State considers useful.
In the technical report of component 3, it will be mentioned which data were actually collected
during the project.

2.3

Decisions to be made

During the whole process from data collection to map production, decisions have to be made at a
higher level. These decisions may have to do with the availability of data, but can be related to the
process as well. Some examples of decisions about the availability of data are:
 The selection of method or model that will be used should be according to the availability of
and this will have consequences for the reliability of the results.
 If there is a lack of data, assumptions need to be made.
 In case data is not available, it has to be decided whether the collection of missing data can be
postponed or not.
 Prioritising and a selection of a limited amount of areas to set up projects is often needed in
function the given time frame and resources available.

Figure 1
Decision model on
the collection of
data and the
production of flood
hazard maps.
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3. Active information
The Floods Directive points out the need for active involvement of all effected parties. But it doesn’t
use the term public participation. The FD refers and is strongly related to the Water Framework
Directive (2000/60/EC). In relation to this WFD the European Commission published a Guidance
document on public participation (EU Water Directors, 2008). According to this document, at least
information and consultation has to be ensured. For further reading see the Guidance document
produced under this project on the participation of the public and stakeholders in flood risk
management. In that document examples can be found on how the stakeholders and the broad
public can be included also in the hazard and risk mapping
Information
Once the hazard and risk maps are ready, the maps have to be made available for the public. In the
Member States, maps are available from the 22nd of December 2013. The maps can be made
available on the internet, but e.g. in Austria analogue maps are available as well.

3.1

Projects results

During the project, two pilot areas were considered, the Kupa river and the Neretva Delta. For the
two pilot areas hydraulic models were made, see figure 4 for the Kupa river and figure 5 for the
Neretva Delta.

Figure 1

Conceptual model for the Kupa river
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Figure 2

Conceptual model for the Neretva Delta

Figure 3

Hazard map of the Karlovac area
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After validation of the models, for two pilot areas, the Kupa river and the Neretva Delta flood hazard
maps with a high, medium and low frequency were produced. Maps with flood extent, water depth
and flow velocity are available, as obligatory under the European Floods Directive. For both pilot
areas flood risk maps were produced. Figure 4 is an example.

Figure 4

Risk map of the area around Metković

More information on the model can be found in the technical document of component 2 of the
project, Flood Hazard Modelling for the Kupa River and Neretva Delta (Croatia). More information on
the production of the hazard and risk maps can be found in the technical document of component 3.

3.2

Data availability

To produce maps for the rest of Croatia, it is necessary to have insight in which data are available at
the VGOs. During the project, a questionnaire was developed. The purpose of this questionnaire is
not to collect data but only to get an overview of the data. This overview will be useful to estimate
the possibilities to produce the maps and the time needed for it and it will help to decide what parts
of the job can be outsourced (see Annex 2 for the questionnaire).
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4. EU reporting under the Floods Directive

4.1

EU reporting requirements

The EU requirements for reporting under the Floods Directive (2007/60/EC) are related to:





Article 3 (Competent Authority and Units of Management);
Article 4 and 5 (Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment and Area of Potential Significant Flood
Risks);
Article 6 (Flood Hazard Maps and Flood Risk Maps) ;
Article 7 and 8 (Flood Risk Management Plans).

Reporting sheets have been agreed by the Water Directors of the EU Member States between
November 2009 and December 2011. The reporting timeframe as defined in the Directive is
presented in the figure below. Updates are planned every six years and should be reported together
with the River Basin Management Plans (RBMP) and Programme of Measures (PoM) of the Water
Framework Directive (WFD).

Figure 5

Overall timeline for the Floods Directive reporting

For Flood Hazard Maps (FHM), the following information should be reported:
 floods with low probability, or extreme event scenarios (conditional for coastal or groundwater
according to articles 6.6 and 6.7);
 floods with a medium probability (likely return period ≥ 100 years);
 floods with a high probability, where appropriate.
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For each FHM a Flood Risk Map (FRM) should be reported with at least:





an indicative number of inhabitants potentially affected;
the type of economic activity of the area potentially affected;
the potentially affected installations that fall under the Industrial Emissions Directive (IED);
the potentially affected WFD protected areas.

4.2

Water Information System for Europe

The whole reporting process is supported by the Water Information System for Europe (WISE) set up
by the European Commission (COM) together with the European Environment Agency (EEA).
Information reported by Member States is aggregated into WISE and, after quality check, used for
several purposes:





Figure 6

Public Information (general public, Member States , international conventions)
Compliance checking of data reported against FD obligations by the European Commission
Synthesis report on the FD implementation by the COM to the European Parliament
State of Environment reports and Floods policy effectiveness analysis by the European
Commission and the European Environment Agency

Institutional framework and WISE
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Figure 7

Environmental reporting

WISE is the entry point not only for the Floods Directive reporting but also for all EU reporting
activities related to water in Europe, linked to Directives (Water Framework, Urban Waste Water
Treatment, Nitrate, Bathing Waters, Drinking Water, and Marine Strategy) or to voluntary reporting
(State of Environment, Eurostat Joint Questionnaire on inland waters). Coherency between waterrelated Directives is progressively implemented within WISE.
In addition, as INSPIRE Directive (Spatial data infrastructure for Europe) is being implemented, for the
second cycle of flood maps the format for reporting should be done in a decentralised mode as
foreseen by the INSPIRE Directive, and in line with a Shared Environmental Information System (SEIS)
initiative and made available via WISE.
To facilitate reporting several tools and resources are available on line:
 An MS-Access database. This complements the schemes and organises the information into
database tables. The database allows manual entry, but also bulk data import can be used,
depending on the skill and the needs of the user.
 XML Conversion tool which generates the schemes from the Access database.
 Desktop validation tool that runs a set of QA/QC rules to help ensuring the information is filled
out correctly, before transmission to the EU reporting repository.
 ReportNet online application that allow the Member State to upload its reporting data;
ReportNet runs a second set of QA/QC rules.

The use of the MS-Access database is optional; it aims only to facilitate the process. The submission
workflow is summarised in the following figure:
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EE
A/

Figure 8

Reporting tools and resources

The alphanumerical data and text summaries for each map are given in Annex 3. The alphanumerical
information, the mandatory reporting elements have been matched with an element of the GIS DBA
with a direct transfer or a transformation (see table in Annex 4). More information on the reporting
roles and responsibilities, the reporting structure, the technical architecture and recommendations
can be found in Annex 5.
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5. Recommendations
Before the production of hazard maps and risk maps starts, it should be known which data is
available. The availability of data not only has influence on the selection of the models, but
influences the outcome of the maps too.
During the Twinning project, a number of standards and definitions for hazard and risk maps were
produced. Before hazard and risk maps for other areas are produced, it is necessary to see whether
these standards and definitions are applicable for the whole of Croatia. If not, other standards have
to be produced. For the transparency, these standards should be described in technical documents.
It should be decided which kind of maps should be produced. There are the obligatory maps that
have to be produced, but there could be information available from the models that can be of
relevance for other agencies, e.g. rescue workers, 112 etc. It is advised to do a user-needs analysis
for the production of additional maps.
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Annex 1 – Dutch example of an organisational setup
Responsibilities
In the Netherlands, the data to produce the flood hazard maps and flood risk maps have to come
from different institutions. To be able to make the maps, the timely delivery of these data and the
quality of the data had to be guaranteed as well. This relates to the way the responsibilities are
organised in the Netherlands.
In the Netherlands the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment is responsible for the coastal
protection and surge barriers. The water boards are responsible for the maintenance of the primary
and secondary dikes. The provinces are responsible for:
1. Coordination at regional level;
2. The production of the flood hazard and risk maps;
3. Providing information about primary and secondary barriers and regional flood simulation
and the like.
Type of floods to be considered

Figure 1

Type of floods considered in the Netherlands

In the Netherlands floods from urban drainage systems as well as from groundwater will not be
taken into account because the risk is considered not to be significant. So these kinds of floods will
not appear on the maps. Local flooding because of too much rainfall is not considered because of the
limited risk either.
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There are several other kinds of floods, like floods from the sea. Tsunami type of floods and flash
floods are not occurring in the Netherlands.
The Water boards are responsible for providing information about primary and secondary barriers
and regional flood simulation and the like.
Who will use the maps
The water safety policy in the Netherlands is based on the so-called multi layer safety (prevention,
risk aware spatial planning, and crisis management). For the preparation and implementation of this
policy, a good overview of risks and consequences is needed.
Kind of hazard and risk maps produced
Based on a consultation of potential users of the hazard and risk maps 5 additional hazard maps were
produced:






Arrival time of the water
Inundation period
Time between the arrival of the water and the maximum water level
Areas that are threaded simultaneously
Sources of flooding

Three additional risk maps were produced




Potential damage (euros/ha)
Very vulnerable institutions like schools, hospitals
Very vulnerable historical objects

A limited number of the maps is available for the public, the other maps are used by professional
users (see figure 2).
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Public/companies/institutions

Crisis management Plan

Floodrisk Management Plan

Spatial planning

Map subject

Hazard maps
Inundated area (obligatory)
Maximum water depth (obligatory)
Flow velocity (obligatory when relevant)
Arrival time of the water
Inundation period
Time between arrival and maximum water
level
Areas that are threaded simultaniously
Source of flooding

Risk maps
Number of casualties in the potential
inundated area (obligatory)
Kind of economic activity in the potential
inundated area (obligatory
Installations as mentioned in annex I of
the IED (2010/75/EU) (obligatory)
Protected areas under the WFD
(2000/60/EU) (obligatory)
Potential damage
Very vulnerable institution
Very vulnerable hystorical objects

Figure 2

Relevance of maps produced in the Netherlands for various user groups

Timetable
The Netherlands started in 2009. The first activity that was done was the adaptation of the Water Act
which set the responsibilities for the production of the maps and the delivery of data. One of the
next steps was the definition which types of floods should be considered and who produces the
maps. Between 2010 and 2012 the hazard and risk maps were made by the various organisations:
the Department of Waterways and Public Works for the main rivers, the provinces for the areas
protected by regulated regional dikes and the water boards for the unprotected areas with a
significant risk. In 2011 international consultation and information exchange started with Belgium
and Germany. On the 2nd of December 2012 the hazard and risk maps were deposited for public
consultation and on the 22nd of December 2013 the maps were finalised and the reporting towards
the EU was completed.
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Annex 2 – Questionnaire for data availability analysis in the 6 Croatian
Waters’ branches for Floods Directive implementation

Questionnaire for data availability analysis in the 6 Croatian Waters’ branches for Floods
Directive implementation

The Twinning project on the development of flood hazard maps and flood risk maps has shown that a
great number of data and information is needed to be able to produce flood hazard maps and flood
risk maps for the two selected pilot areas Kupa and Neretva. It has also shown that the time needed
to produce the maps depends not only on what is available but also on how it is available and on the
quality of it. Comparable maps will have to be produced for other areas in Croatia.
The purpose of this questionnaire is not to collect data but only to get an overview of the data. This
overview will be useful to estimate the possibilities to produce the maps and the time needed for it
and it will help to decide what parts of the job can be outsourced.
The VGO is requested to look to this questionnaire to see whether it can be used to get this
overview and you are invited to comment. Please give your reaction before 10 March 2014.
If you think that it can be used the next steps will be:
1. The French short-term expert will adapt the questionnaire according to your comments.
2. The French short-term expert will produce an interactive PDF version of the questionnaire.
3. You will receive this interactive PDF version with a request to complete the questionnaire before
…………. You will receive support to complete the questionnaire if needed.
4. The results will be compiled and sent to you.
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Introduction

The efficient implementation of the Floods Directive requires data and information on various topics,
like:
Data/information for establishing flood extents
 Existing maps or modelling results
 Soil / geological maps
 Main characteristics of the past significant flood events (also useful for modelling)
Data/information for modelling floods
 Topographical / geometrical information
 Data information on hydraulics and hydrology
Data/information for mapping
 Background information for maps
 Information related to risk receptors: human health, economic, etc.
Specification for the elaboration of the questionnaire
The questionnaire should allow:
-

To be easily filled in by the branches of Croatian Waters
To be easily processed to produce a synthesis of existing data and information per unit and
per topic)
To be linked with the metadata catalogue for sustainable and structured information on
data sources

Content of the questionnaire
The questionnaire consists of 2 files: “main part” and “annex sheet”. They will be converted into
interactive PDF files after a first round.
These 2 PDF files will include areas (fields) to be completed. Once completed, the user just has to
save the PDF and give it a specific name which enables easy recognition (f. i. hydrographic unit).
Note:
-

The unit can later open this file again as many time as necessary, and modify the content
following the needs;
In order to facilitate the entering of information in the fields, a help bullet appears to
indicate what has to be written in the field when the mouse is on the area of the field.

About the main part of the questionnaire
The main part allows the unit to list the datasets and information (hereafter called data sources) that
they produce, manage or archive (for example: list of historical sources) for each topic of data
necessary for the Floods Directive.
It includes 4 chapters:
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1. Chapter 1 for the identification of the Answering Unit, with identification of a contact person
within the unit;
2. Chapter 2 for the identification of the Hydrographic Unit which the unit is answering to (1
questionnaire/unit),
3. Chapter 3 in which the unit can indicate the type of data they produce/manage/have in
archives for each type of data necessary for the map production;
4. Chapter 4 to precise the intention of the institution in terms of data acquisition programme
for the preparation of flood hazard and risk maps;
5. Chapter 5 for the collection of complementary information and comments that the unit
would like to mention.

For completing chapter 3, the unit is requested for each subtopic:



Tick the “checkbox” in the column titled “data or info available?” if it produces, manages
and/or has archived data or info on this sub topic.
If the box is ticked, the unit is requested to also complete the other columns:
o Describe briefly the data set and information that they have on this subtopic;
o Indicate in which format they have it;
o Indicate the geographical area concerned by the mentioned data sources;
o Indicate how many “annex sheets” (cf. next chapter) they have to fill in to describe
more in detail the data sources mentioned.

Example:

About the “annex sheet”
The annex sheet allows the
unit to describe in detail each
data source mentioned in the
main part description with
information that could be later
automatically imported in the
metadata catalogue.
As the annex sheet allows
describing only one data
source, it should be duplicated
as often as necessary.
Example: If on the subtopic
“hydro geological map” of the
main chapter, the unit has
mentioned that they have
“Hydrogeological maps at the
1/50000 for the province of xx”, and “GIS layers of the hydrogeological area in the region of yy”, the
unit should fill in 2 annex fiches.
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Questionnaire for data availability analysis in the Croatian hydrographic units for Floods Directive
implementation

Organisation ANSWERING to this questionnaire
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNIT

NAME OF THE UNIT:

Department/service of the unit:
CONTACT PERSON IN THE UNIT

NAME:

FIRST NAME:

Position:

Telephone:

E-mail:

Hydrographic unit concerned by this answer
Select the hydrographic unit in the list here
joined =>

National, Drava upstream, Drava downstream,
Sava upstream, Sava downstream, Adriatic north,
Adriatic south
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DATA AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE PER TOPIC
Data or
List of dataset
Topic
info
(table, list, xls
Subtopic
availabl
sheet) and
other
e?
information
(GIS layer,
document,
maps)
produced,
managed or
available within
your unit

Format

Geograp
hic area
covered

Numb
er
data
source
sheet

Is there
more
accurat
e or
additio
nal data
source
availabl
e

Data/information for establishing flood extents
Already existing hazard
maps / risk maps

Kupa, Neretva

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Already existing model
results (flood extent, flood
depth, flow velocity)

Kupa, Neretva

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Geological map or layers
Hydromorphological map
or layers
Soil map or layers
Others
Main characteristics of the past significant flood events (also useful for modelling)
Recorded flood event
extension

Registered of
recorded flood
events

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Associated characteristics
(duration, maximal
discharge, return period, …)

Registered of
recorded flood
events

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Documentation: event
description, pictures,
hydrological studies, …

Register of
recorded flood
events

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia
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Others

Data/information for modelling floods
Topographical/geometrical information
Global digital elevation
model

GIS layers
available

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Kupa, Neretva

GIS
Layer

local

Digital elevation model (or
DTM) more accurate than
1/25.000
Accurate topographic and
bathymetric database
Cross sections

Longitudinal profile
Hydraulic infrastructures
(weirs, dams, dykes, …)
Other infrastructure with
hydraulic effects (bridges,
culverts, transitional
structures, elevated roads
and railways in the
modelling area)
Others
Data information on hydraulics and hydrology
Precipitation data
Historical hydrological data
for the stations not listed in
HIS 2000
Curve H/Q in gauges
stations not listed in HIS
2000
Value of peak discharge or
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hydrographs for 1000
years, 100 years & 10-25
years in different cross
sections
Ground water level data
not listed in HIS 2000
Watercourse network more
accurate than 1/100.000
Characteristics of
meteo/pluvio monitoring
stations with coordinate
Characteristics of
hydrological monitoring
stations with coordinate
not listed in HIS 2000
Hydrometric data
(historical water level +
discharge data, especially
for extreme events) not
listed in HIS 2000
Others

Data information for mapping
Background information
Topographic maps

Raster

Whole
Croatia

Administrative boundaries
(province, districts,
municipalities)

GIS layers with
županija/
općina/naselje
delimitation
(polygon) and
naselje location
(Point) available

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Basin/sub-basin
delimitation

GIS layers with
official basin and

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia
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sub-basin
delimitation
(polygon) are
available
Geolocalised river and
lakes (lines and
boundaries)

GIS layers with
main river (lines)
and lakes
(polygon) are
available

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Background georeferenced
topographic map (raster
layer)

Raster layers of
1:25.000,
1:100.000 and
1:200.000
available

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Settlements

GIS layers of
settlement
location (Point)
and names
available

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Others
Information related to risk receptors: human health, economic activities, environment, cultural
heritage
Land cover and land use
(urban area, economical
area, agricultural area)

GIS layer of
Corine land
cover and land
use available

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Population data (by
settlements, municipalities
etc.)

Population data
for naselje
(settlement)
available

GIS
Layer

Whole
Croatia

Drinking water facilities

Register of

GIS

Whole

Satellite images or
orthophotos for land cover
and land use
Location and information
on buildings
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and water protection areas

protected areas

Layers

Croatia

Bathing sites

Register of
protected areas

GIS
Layers

Whole
Croatia

Natural protected areas

Register of
protected areas

GIS
Layers

Whole
Croatia

Infrastructures (highways,
roads, railroads, airports,
harbours, etc.)
Socio-economic stakes
Treatment plants > 2000 Eq
inhabitants
Facilities classified IPPC +
SEVESO
Dangerous waste stock
and/or landfill
Health facilities
Educational facilities
Sensitive facilities receiving
people with limited
mobility (kindergartens,
homes for elderly people,
etc.)
Facilities used for crisis
management
Other facilities sensitive to
flood crisis management

Cultural heritage (UNESCO,
etc.)
Others
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INTENTION IN TERMS OF DATA ACQUISITION
For the preparation of hazard and risk maps, does your unit have a plan for data acquisition or
collection? Please precise below:

Complementary information
Please mention here any complementary information on data and information managed by your
unit.
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Annex to the questionnaire for data availability analysis
DATA SOURCE IDENTIFICATION FORM

TITLE OF THE DATA SOURCE
(ex: Data Sheet of … , map of ...
Database of …, Report on ….)

ABSTRACT: (GLOBAL CONTENT, AUTHOR AND OBJECTIVE: DATABASE/WEBSITE/MAP ON … CREATED BY ....TO DO … )

GEOGRAPHIC KEYWORDS

TOPIC KEYWORDS

INFORMATION ON DISSEMINATION
WEB ADDRESS OR URL WHERE THE DOCUMENT CAN BE CONSULTED AND/OR DOWNLOADED

LEVEL OF ACCESS
(ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
“FREE ACCESS WITH COPYRIGHT”, ”RESTRICTED TO PARTNERS”, “AVAILABLE UNDER PAYMENT OF FEES”)
CATEGORY, FORMAT AND SCALE OF THE DATA SOURCE
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CATEGORY

FORMAT

(“DATASET”, “GIS LAYER”, “MAP”,” DOCUMENT”, INFORMATION SYSTEM)

SCALE
(EX: PAPER, PDF; JPEG; SHP...)

1/
(EX: 1/100.000)

CONTACT PERSON TO GET MORE INFORMATION ON THIS DATA SOURCE

NAME

EMAIL

UNIT

P

FORM OF METADATA COMPLETED BY

NAME

EMAIL

36

UNIT

P

Date
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Annex 3 – Explanation of alphanumerical summaries
Alphanumerical Data for each map:
 Type of flood / maps / APSFR
 Return period (frequency, recurrence or Probability of Occurrence: one of them)
 Application of Article 6(6) or/and Article 6(7) or not for coastal or groundwater types of flood
 Type of economic activity affected:
B41: property
B42: infrastructure
B43: rural land use
B44: economic activity (in general)
B45: other
B46: not applicable
 Number of IED installations potentially affected / probability scenario
 Type of Environment damages:
B21: water body status
B22: protected areas
B23: pollution sources
B24 : other potential adverse environmental consequences
B25: not applicable
-

Exposed elements (human health consequences): The overall indicative number of people in
the area potentially affected.

Text summaries: for each Unit of Management
 Summary 1: Hazard maps methodology
(less than 10.000 characters) on methods used to identify, assess or calculate: flooding extent
(including resolution of digital terrain models); flooding probabilities (including information as to why
particular probabilities have been selected) or return periods; depths or water levels; velocities or
flows (where appropriate); models used, datasets, uncertainties, if and if so how, climate change has
been taking into account in the mapping (article 6)
 Summary 2: To be provided if 'Yes' has been answered to 'CoastalAreas' and/or
'GroundWaterSources'.
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A summary (less than 5000 characters) on the exclusion of particular groundwater or coastal flooding
scenarios, and a justification for these decisions, including information on the justification that
adequate level of protection is in place in coastal areas and where articles 6(6) and 6(7) have been
applied.
 Summary 3-1: Inhabitants calculation methodology
(less than 5000 characters) of methods (including criteria) used to determine, for each flood scenario
the indicative number of inhabitants affected (art 6.5.a) (less than 5000 characters)
 Summary 3-2: type of economic activity determination methodology
(less than 5000 characters) of methods (including criteria) used to determine, for each flood scenario
the type of economic activity affected (art 6.5.b) (less than 5000 characters)
 Summary 3-3: location of IED installations determination methodology
Summary (less than 5000 characters) of methods (including criteria) used to determine, for each
flood scenario the location of IED installations (art 6.5.c) (less than 5000 characters)
 Summary 3-4: the impact on WFD protected areas determination methodology
Summary (less than 5000 characters) of methods (including criteria) used to determine, for each
flood scenario the impact on WFD protected areas (art 6.5.c) (less than 5000 characters)
 Summary 3-5: other information considered relevant by Member States
Summary (less than 5000 characters) of methods (including criteria) used to determine, for each
flood scenario the type of other information considered relevant by Member States (art 6.5.d) (less
than 5000 characters)
 Summary 4: international UoM coordination for maps preparing
CONDITIONAL. Only to be reported if international UoM.
Summary text (less than 5000 characters) on how coordination at the level of the River Basin District
/ Unit of Management was carried out in preparing the flood maps (art 6.1), including explaining how
the prior exchange of information has been assured for RBD/UoM shared between different Member
States (art 6.2)
 Summary 5: how to understand the flood maps contents
Summary text (less than 10.000 characters) with explanation (to be made available for the public
through WISE) on how to understand the flood maps contents, scale, purpose/use, accuracy,
legends, date of publication, responsible authorities, links to further information (art 10.1)
 Summary 6: In case of re-use of old maps (before FD)
CONDITIONAL. To be provided if Article 13(2) has been applied. Summary text (less than 5.000
characters) with notification of use of article 13.2, which may include summary of additional relevant
information to justify that the maps provided in accordance with article 13.2 provide a level of
information equivalent to the requirements of article 6.
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Maps: the level of reporting can be chosen by the MS. Austria and France decided to report FHRM for
each APSFR. But other level of aggregation can be decided. In this case, the element
“OtherAreaIdentification” must be filled in.
 Link to Hazard map
 Link to Risk map

Data structure for maps reporting
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Annex 4 – Matching table
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Reporting table

Field

Ob
.

GDB

Matching description (table and
field in the GDB)

FHRM_FloodHazardMaps

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Autogenerated

GISD
BA

Automatic

FHRM_FloodHazardMaps

EUUOMCode

Yes Unique EU code for the Unit of GISD
Management. Add the two-letter BA
ISO Country code to the Member
State unique id - up to 42 characters
in total

APSFR.RBD

FHRM_FloodHazardMaps

APSFRCode

Yes REQUIRED. Unique EU code for the GISD
area of potential significant flood BA
risk. Add the two-letter ISO Country
code to the Member State unique id
- up to 42 characters in total

APSFR.APSFR_ID

FHRM_FloodHazardMaps

SourceofFlooding

No

OPTIONAL. Indicate the type of GISD
floods from the enumeration list. If BA
more sources or other types of
flooding is relevant please report
these
in
the
FHRM_FloodHazardMapsAdditional
FloodTypes

Simulation.FD_IZVOR

FHRM_FloodHazardMaps

OtherSource

No

CONDITIONAL. Provide a description GISD
if type is set to 'Other' (A16) under BA
Source in the enumeration list

blank

Description
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FHRM_FloodHazardMapsAdditi
onalFloodTypes

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

Must be filled in if several source
of floods for the area

FHRM_FloodHazardMapsAdditi
onalFloodTypes

TypeofFlooding

(N
o)

OPTIONAL. Indicate type of floods GISD
from enumeration list
BA

Simulation.FD_IZVOR ( if several
source of floods for the area)

FHRM_FloodHazardMapsAdditi
onalFloodTypes

OtherTypeofFlooding

No

CONDITIONAL. Provide a description GISD
if type is set to 'Other' in the BA
TypeofFlooding enumeration list

blank

FHRM_MedProbability

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

automatically
generated
in
tableFHRM_FloodHazardMaps

FHRM_MedProbability

Article6_6AndOr6_7Applied

Yes REQUIRED. Indicate (Y) if Article 6(6) GISD
or/and Article 6(7) have been BA
applied.

blank
if Yes only low probability maps
are required for coastal or
groundwater source of flooding

FHRM_MedProbability

DescriptionofProbability

Type
in
the GISD
Yes CONDITIONAL.
description of the given probability. BA
(Fill
in
either
DescriptionofProbability, Frequency
or Recurrence)

write "frequency"

FHRM_MedProbability

Frequency

The
statistical GISD
Yes CONDITIONAL.
prediction of years between certain BA
flood magnitude events. Can also be
reported as a range. The exception
types -9999=Unknown, -8888=Yet to
be measured, -7777=Not Applicable

SIMULATION.FD_POVRAZ
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can be used.

FHRM_MedProbability

Recurrence

No

CONDITIONAL. The average number GISD
of years between floods of a certain BA
size. Can also be reported as a
range. The exception types 9999=Unknown, -8888=Yet to be
measured, -7777=Not Applicable
can be used.

blank

FHRM_MedProbability

ProbabilityofOccurence

No

CONDITIONAL.
GISD
ProbabilityofExceedance
or BA
ProbabilityofOccurence expressed
as a percentage, of a flood event of
a given magnitude occurring or
being exceeded during any given
year.

blank

FHRM_MedProbCulturalHeritag
eConsequence

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

optional table

FHRM_MedProbCulturalHeritag
eConsequence

TypeCulturalHeritage

No

OPTIONAL. Indicate consequence GISD
from enumeration list
BA

optional table
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FHRM_MedProbCulturalHeritag
eConsequence

OtherCulturalHeritageConseque
nceDescription

No

CONDITIONAL. Only to be used if GISD
the type is set to 'Other' in the BA
enumeration list (less than 5000
char). Explanation (less than 5000
characters) new defined potential
consequence.

FHRM_MedProbEconomicActivi
ty

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

automatically
generated
in
tableFHRM_FloodHazardMaps

FHRM_MedProbEconomicActivi
ty

TypeEconomicActivity

Yes REQUIRED. Indicate consequence GISD
from enumeration list
BA

Can
be
calculated
from
RiskReceptorEconomic.TypeEconomicActivity
but should be added in a new
table linked to simulation table
(flood extent scenarios)

FHRM_MedProbEconomicActivi
ty

OtherConsequenceDescription

No

FHRM_MedProbEconomicActivi
tyNACECodes

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

X

FHRM_MedProbEconomicActivi
tyNACECodes

NACECodes

No

OPTIONAL. NACE code. String of up GISD
to 100 characters
BA

X

FHRM_MedProbEnvironment

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD

CONDITIONAL. Only to be used if GISD
the type is set to 'Other' in the BA
enumeration list (less than 250
char).

optional table

blank

automatically generated in table
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BA

FHRM_FloodHazardMaps

FHRM_MedProbEnvironment

AffectedIEDInstallations

Number
of
IED GISD
Yes REQUIRED.
installations potentially affected. BA
The
exception
types
9999=Unknown, -8888=Yet to be
measured, -7777=Not Applicable
can be used.

FHRM_MedProbEnvironment

OtherInformation

No

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentCo
nsequences

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

automatically
generated
in
tableFHRM_FloodHazardMaps

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentCo
nsequences

TypeEnvironment

Yes REQUIRED. Indicate consequence GISD
from enumeration list
BA

Can
be
calculated
from
EnvironmentaRiskReceptor but
should be added in a new table
linked to simulation table (flood
extent scenarios)

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentCo
nsequences

OtherConsequenceDescription

No

OPTIONAL. Summary (less than GISD
5000 characters) of information BA
relevant
for
the
reported
information on IED installations
and/or protected areas

CONDITIONAL. Only to be used if GISD
the type is set to 'Other' in the BA
enumeration list (less than 250
char).

Can
be
calculated
from
EnvironmentaRiskReceptor but
should be added in a new table
linked to simulation table (flood
extent scenarios)

blank

blank
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FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentIE
D_EPRTRCodes

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

optional table

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentIE
D_EPRTRCodes

EPRTRCode

No

OPTIONAL. National ID number of GISD
the Facility as reported in EPRTR BA
(FacilityID). String of up to 250
characters.

optional table

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentPA

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

optional table

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentPA

ProtectedAreas

No

"OPTIONAL. Potentially affected GISD
protected areas identified in Annex BA
IV(1)(i), (iii) and (v) to

optional table

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentPA

ProtectedAreaID

No

CONDITIONAL. The ProtectedAreaID GISD
(uniqueID) as this has been reported BA
under relevant directives

optional table

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentTy
peIED

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

optional table

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentTy
peIED

TypeIEDInstallation

No

OPTIONAL. Please choose type for GISD
IED installation
BA

optional table

FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentTy
peIED

NaceCode

No

OPTIONAL. NACE code, string of up GISD
to 500 characters
BA

optional table

FHRM_MedProbIdentifier_HMP

FHM_UniqueCode

(Ye
s)

Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

only if unique map for different
source of flooding (i.e. sea and
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fluvial).
OPTIONAL. If the medium prob. GISD
hazard area exists of more than one BA
feature (area) - a Unique EU code of
all the features within the medium
prob. hazard area must be provided.
Codes MUST have a 1-to-1
relationship with spatial data
reported. (See Doc. No. 4)

FHRM_MedProbIdentifier_HMP

EU_CD_HMP

No

optional table

FHRM_MedProbInhabitantsAffe
cted

FHM_UniqueCode

Yes Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

automatically
generated
in
tableFHRM_FloodHazardMaps

FHRM_MedProbInhabitantsAffe
cted

OverAll_InhabitantsAffected

Yes REQUIRED. The overall indicative GISD
number of people in the area BA
potentially affected. The exception
types -9999=Unknown, -8888=Yet to
be measured, -7777=Not Applicable
can be used.

RiskReceptorinhabitantsAffected.OverAll_Inha
bitantsAffected

FHRM_MedProbInhabitantsAffe
cted

Day

No

OPTIONAL. Indicative number of GISD
people potentially affected during BA
daytime.

optional table

FHRM_MedProbInhabitantsAffe
cted

Night

No

OPTIONAL. Indicative number of GISD
people potentially affected during BA
night time.

optional table
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FHRM_MedProbInhabitantsAffe
cted

TransitoryPopulation

No

OPTIONAL. Indicative number of GISD
transitory
people
potentially BA
affected. Eg. tourists likely to be in
the location, visitors at camping
sites, etc.

optional table

FHRM_MedProbInhabitantsAffe
cted

OtherPeople

No

OPTIONAL. Indicative number of GISD
other people potentially affected
BA

optional table

FHRM_MedProbOtherConseque
nces

FHM_UniqueCode

(Ye
s)

Use the autogenerated code from GISD
the FHRM_FloodHazardMaps
BA

only if "other consequences"
have
been
selected
in
FHRM_MedProbEnvironmentCon
sequences
or/and
FHRM_MedProbCulturalHeritage
Consequences
or/and
FHRM_MedProbEconomicActivity

FHRM_MedProbOtherConseque
nces

TypeofPotentialConsequence

No

OPTIONAL. Type in a potential GISD
consequence if not part of provided BA
enumeration
lists
under
HumanHealthSocial, Environment or
Cultural Heritage

blank

FHRM_MedProbOtherConseque
nces

ExplanationPotentialConsequen
ce

No

CONDITIONAL. Only to be used if GISD
the type is set to 'Other' in the BA
enumeration list (less than 5000
characters). Explanation (less than
5000 characters) new defined
potential consequence.

blank
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Annex 5 – More information on reporting
Roles and responsibilities in reporting
The following table compares the organisational approaches of the 3 countries involved in the
Twinning project.
Austria

France

Croatia

Competent Authority

Federal Ministry for
Agriculture,
Forestry,
Environment and Water
management

Ministry of Ecology, Ministry of Agriculture
Sustainable
Development
and
Energy

Unit of Management

RDB (3)

RBD (13)

Technical support

Austrian Environmental IRSTEA
Agency (UBA)

River Basin District (2)
Croatian Waters

Service contract for data transformation
into EU reporting
format

National Geographic Private
Institute (for map company
reporting)

APSFR

122

Table 2

391

consultancy

2976

Roles and responsibilities in Austria, France and Croatia

The competent authority (CA) is the responsible towards the European Commission for the
implementation of the Directive. The definition of the methodology and the data reporting itself are
undertaken by a technical support agency under the supervision of the CA. In the 3 cases, all data
and maps to be reported are centralised. In Croatia, a file geodatabase has been set up by CW as part
of the Twinning project.
Reporting structure
Information to be reported encompasses: geographical information (i.e. maps), alphanumerical data,
summary text and other information. Maps should not be directly sent to the reporting repository.
The Member State should provide links to Web Map Services (WMS), Web Feature Services (WFS) or
PDF versions. The preferred solution is WMS or WFS with compliance to the INSPIRE Directive. This
requires that the Member State implements public web mapping platforms which meet both:
•

Reporting requirements (WFS)

•

Public consultation and dissemination requirements (WMS)
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The reporting structure is quite complex and can be consulted from the FD reporting resources web
page (see useful links). The mandatory elements to be reported are listed hereafter.
Only the medium probability data and maps are mandatory (with exceptions for coastal or
groundwater according to articles 6.6 and 6.7, where only low probability can be reported)
Abstract from the Directive on these exceptions:
CHAPTER III
FLOOD HAZARD MAPS AND FLOOD RISK MAPS
Article 6

6. Member States may decide that, for coastal areas where an adequate level of protection is in
place, the preparation of flood hazard maps shall be limited to the scenario referred to in paragraph
3(a).

7. Member States may decide that, for areas where flooding is from groundwater sources, the
preparation of flood hazard maps shall be limited to the scenario referred to in paragraph 3(a).
(…)
3. Flood hazard maps shall cover the geographical areas which could be flooded according to the
following scenarios: (a) floods with a low probability, or extreme event scenarios;

In addition, metadata should be provided for all the maps delivered (in whatever format). Indeed
metadata are critical for the development of a transparent interface to the public and for
interpretation at the EU level. In particular for web services, metadata should comply with INSPIRE
technical specification.
Technical architecture for FD reporting in Croatia
In order to facilitate all its EU reporting processes, CW is setting up a software application with the
support of a consultancy company. The figure below presents the software architecture for the EU
reporting under the FD. The approach is based on an extraction of the relevant content from the file
geo-database (GIS DBA in the figure below) into a temporary database (EUDBA-ODSRaw) from which
data is extracted, transformed when necessary and loaded into a reporting database (EUDBAODSTransformed). CW will also add descriptive information manually (e.g. mandatory summaries
text presented before in this chapter) to this database to generate the reporting stream flow (XML).
Thus the MS-Access tool provided by the EC will not be used. Nevertheless, the desktop validation
tool can be applied on the output of this process (XML reporting stream flow).
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EUPROD sučelja za ručni
unos podataka

GISDBA

SLOJ IZVORNIH SUSTAVA

Figure 8

EUDBA ODSRaw

automatski
dohvat

ETL
proces

ručni
unos uz
validacije

EUDBA ODSTransformed

SLOJ SREDIŠNJEG PRIKUPLJANJA PODATAKA
(OPERATIVNO SPREMIŠTE PODATAKA)

EUSP - XML i
ShapeFile
datoteke
generiranje
izvještaja

IZVJEŠTAJNI SLOJ
(BI PORTAL)

XML reporting stream flow

CW technical architecture for FD reporting
The provision of maps could be done using WMS, as Croatian Waters is already provided such
services on its Intranet. But these services should be made actively known to a broader public in
order to fulfil EU requirements.
For reporting the “economic negative consequence types” necessary for the FRM, a combination of
CORINE Land Cover classes was processed in the GIS DBA. The result is stored in the attribute FRR_CL
(flood risk receptors classes) of the GIS DBA. The following table provides the matching with the FD
reporting codes:

FRR_CL Land use

CORINE classes contained

Economic negative
consequence types (EU
reporting)

Reporting
code

1

Mainly
habitation

111 112

Properties

B 41

2

Industry
economy

121 122 123 124 131 132 133
422

Economic activity

B 44

3

Other
settlement
related

141 142

4

Agricultural
1

211 212 221 222 223

Rural land use

B 43
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5

Agricultural
2

231 241 242 243

6

Forestry

311 312 313 321 322 323 324

7

Forestry,
wetlands

331 332 333 334 411

8

Water areas

421 423 511 512 521 523

Rural land use

B 43

The reporting code B42 is used in case of presence of “infrastructure risk receptors”.
During the Twinning project, a test reporting was carried out on the Kupa pilot area. The Kupa 100
scenario was used, as only the Medium probability was required. The MS-Access database provided
by the EC for reporting was filled in manually, then the database was transformed in xml and the xml
validated.
Recommendations for FHRM reporting
The first step in reporting FHRM is to define at which level maps will be reported: Unit of
Management (i.e. the 2 River Basin Districts), APSFR or another specific level that needs to be
defined (e.g. Croatian Waters branches or river basins). This decision will have a direct impact on the
development of the software application to make reporting as automatic as possible. The matching
table provided in Annex 3 of this document applies for a specific reporting level which is the full flood
extent for one scenario. If reporting is done at the level of each APSFR, more processing will be
required to desegregate the information available in the file geodatabase set up by Croatian Waters
for the FD.
Croatian Waters will have to implement a public web mapping platform both for the active
information (as requested by the Directive) and for providing remote access to maps required for the
EU reporting.
All mandatory reporting elements are mentioned in this Guidance document, but it is recommended
to report also data on criteria used for the APSFR (e.g. cultural heritage risk receptors) when they are
available in the file geodatabase. Indeed, coherency to data reported at the different steps will most
probably be done by the European Commission.
It is also recommended to progressively implement metadata for all the datasets and maps
generated for the Floods Directive as well as for the raw datasets used. Beyond the requirements of
the Floods and Inspire Directives, this will improve the sustainability of data management with easier
transfer of know-how between staff concerned. The first metadata catalogue set up during the
project should be reinforced and potentially make partly open to the public as required by the EU.
In order to report in a systematic way, the selection of “other” in the enumeration lists provided for
reporting should be avoided. Indeed, this choice implies to fill in a description field that can hardly be
processed in an automatic way.
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Useful links
 Reporting Obligations Database (ROD): all Reporting Obligations with deadlines
o http://rod.eionet.europa.eu,
 Reportnet: EEA’s data collection machinery
o http://www.eionet.europa.eu/reportnet
 Central Data Repository (CDR) of Reportnet: where reporting data should be uploaded
o http://cdr.eionet.europa.eu
 Schema, guidance and tools for reporting under the FD
o http://icm.eionet.europa.eu/schemas/dir200760ec/resources
 Floods Directive viewer
o http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/water/interactive/floods-directive-viewer
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Annex 6 – List of abbreviations on Twinning project “Floods”
ENGLISH

CROATIAN

Act.

activity

aktivnost

AHN

Actueel Hoogtebestand
Nederland (The Up-to-date Height
Model of The Netherlands)

Digitalni model reljefa
Nizozemske

APSFR

Areas with Potential Significant
Flood Risk

Područja s potencijalno značajnim
rizikom od poplava

ASCII

American Standard Code for
Information Interchange

ASCII

Američki standardni znakovnik za
razmjenu informacija

AT

Austria

AT

Austrija

BC

Beneficiary Country

CEA

Croatian Environment Agency

AZO

Agencija za zaštitu okoliša

Bosnia & Herzegovina

BIH

Bosna i Hercegovina

Zemlja korisnica

CETE
Méditerranée

Le Centre d'Études Techniques de
l'Équipement (The Technical
Study and Engineering Centre)

Centar za tehničke studije i
inženjering (Francuska)

CL

Component Leader

Voditelj projektne komponente

CLC

Corine Land Cover

Corine baza podataka

CRO

Croatia

HR

Hrvatska

CW

Croatian Waters

HV

Hrvatske vode

dbf

DataBase File

dbf

DataBase File

DEM

Digital Elevation Model

DMR

Digitalni model reljefa

DGPS

Differential Global Positioning
System

DGPS

Diferencijalni globalni pozicijski
sustav

DLG

Dienst Landelijk Gebied (Dutch
Government Service for Land and
Water Management)

Državna služba za upravljanje
zemljištem i vodama
(Nizozemska)
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DSM

Digital Surface Model

Digitalni model površine

DTAP

Development, Testing,
Acceptance and Production

Razvoj, Testiranje, Prihvaćanje i
Proizvodnja

DTM

Digital Terrain Model

DMR

Digitalni model reljefa

DWG

DraWinG (a file format)

DWG

DraWinG

EC

European Commission

EK

Europska komisija

ETRS

European Terrestrial Reference
System

ETRS

Europski terestrički referentni
sustav

EU

European Union

EU

Europska unija

EUD

European Union Delegation

Delegacija Europske unije

FD

Floods Directive

Direktiva o poplavama

FR

France

FRM

Flood Risk Management

Upravljanje poplavnim rizicima

FRMP

Flood Risk Management Plan

Plan upravljanja poplavnim
rizicima

FTP

File Transfer Protocol

GDB

Geodatabase

GIS

Geographic Information System

HEC

Hydrologic Engineering Centre

HEC-RAS

Hydrologic Engineering Centre
River Analysis System

HEC-RAS

HEC-RAS (računalni sustav)

HEP

HEP (Group), Croatian national
electricity company

HEP

Hrvatska elektroprivreda

HIC

Hydrographic Institute of the
Republic of Croatia

HHI

Hrvatski hidrografski institut

Croatian Terrestrial Reference
System

HTRS

Hrvatski terestrički referentni
sustav

HQ

headquarters

FR

FTP

Francuska

FTP protokol
Geografska baza podataka

GIS

Geografski informacijski sustav
Hidrološki inženjerski centar

središnjica
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ICT

Information and Communications
Technology

IIS

Internet Information Services

IPA

Instrument for Pre-Accession
Assistance

IPPC

Integrated pollution prevention
and control

Integrirano sprječavanje i
kontrola onečišćenja

JPL

Junior Project Leader

Mlađi voditelj projekta

MHSC

Meteorological and Hydrological
Service of Croatia

MoA

Ministry of Agriculture

Ministarstvo poljoprivrede

MoSCoW

Must/Should/Could/Would

MoSCoW sistem

MS

Member State

država članica (EU)

NGO

Non-governmental organisation

NVO

Nevladina organizacija/udruga

NL

The Netherlands

NL

Nizozemska

NPRD

National Protection and Rescue
Directorate

DUZS

Državna uprava za zaštitu i
spašavanje

PA

Pilot area

Pilot područje

PFRA

Preliminary Flood Risk
Assessment

Prethodna procjena razine rizika
od poplava

PIP

Project Implementation Plan

Plan provedbe projekta

PL

Project Leader

Voditelj projekta

PPT

PowerPoint

RBD

River Basin District

Vodno područje

RBMP

River Basin Management Plan

Plan upravljanja vodnim
područjima

QA

Quality Assurance

Osiguranje kvalitete

IKT

Informacijsko-komunikacijska
tehnologija
Internet Information Services
(web server aplikacija)

IPA

DHMZ

PP

Instrument za pretpristupnu
pomoć

Državni hidrometeorološki zavod

PowerPoint
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QR

Quarterly Report

Kvartalno izvješće

QS

Quality Standards

Standardi kvalitete

RTA

Resident Twinning Advisor

Dugoročni savjetnik za Twinning

RTAA

Resident Twinning Advisor
Assistant

Pomoćnik Dugoročnog savjetnika
za Twinning

RTAI/T

Resident Twinning Advisor
Interpreter/Translator

Prevoditelj/Tumač Dugoročnog
savjetnika za Twinning

SGA

State Geodetic Administration

DGU

Državna geodetska uprava

SQL

Structured Query Language

SQL

Structured Query Language

STE

Short Term Expert

Kratkoročni stručnjak na projektu

TIN

Triangulated Irregular Network

Triangulirana nepravilna mreža

TNA

Training Needs Analysis

Analiza potreba za obukom

ToR

Terms of Reference

Opis poslova / projektni zadatak

Polytechnic of Zagreb

TVZ

Tehničko veleučilište u Zagrebu

TP

Testing, Production

TW

Twinning

WFD

Water Framework Directive

WISE

Water Information System for
Europe

WISE

Europski informacijski sustav za
vode i more

WMD

Water Management Department

VGO

Vodnogospodarski odjel

WMI

Water Management Institute

Testiranje, Proizvodnja
TW

Twinning
Okvirna direktiva o vodama

Zavod za vodno gospodarstvo
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